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This study outlines two novel techniques which can be used in the area of IP geolocation.
First we introduce a detailed path-latency model to be able to determine the overall prop-
agation delays along the network paths more accurately. The knowledge of accurate prop-
agation delay values then leads to more precise geographic distance estimation between
hosts and measurement nodes. Besides these distance values the evaluation process also
takes into account the discovered topology between the measurement points, and
end-to-end latency measurements as well. In addition to the application of the detailed
path-latency model, we describe a method which utilizes high-precision one-way delay
measurements to further increase the accuracy of router geolocation techniques. The pre-
cise one-way delay values are used as a ‘‘path-constraint” to limit the overall geographic
distance between the measurement nodes. This approach can be used to localize all the
network routers along the network path between the measurement nodes, but cannot
be applied to end-host localization. The techniques introduced in this paper are validated
in wide range of experiments performed in the ETOMIC measurement infrastructure and in
PlanetLab.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

New location aware applications like e-commerce, cen-
sorships, web site content and advertisements have been
appearing since the last years, which directs the attention
to IP geolocation. The localization of IP addresses became
important in scientific areas as well, e.g. to visualize the re-
sults of Internet measurements. Besides the visualization it
could also help to investigate the geographic aspects of fur-
ther interesting scientific problems like network topology,
routing protocols, policy routing and pricing strategies.
Nevertheless, determining geographical location of Inter-
net hosts and routers by a single IP address poses many
challenges, since there is no direct relationship between
the IP address of a host and its geographic location.
. All rights reserved.
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Many of the existing geolocation services are based on
databases which store organizational information assigned
to IP domains, or try to infer location information from DNS

names. Usually the accuracy of these services is insufficient
due to the lack of reliable information. To overstep the
uncertainty of techniques based on geolinguistic approach,
recently active geolocation techniques have emerged.
These techniques make an attempt to approximate geo-
graphical distances from delay measurements.

This paper outlines novel techniques which can be used
in the area of geolocation and can be combined with other
existing methods. First we introduce a novel detailed path-
latency model to identify the contribution of various phe-
nomena to the packet delay. Among these contributions
we determine the ones which are related to the geograph-
ical distance that the packet traveled. Our model, instead of
handling the packet delay as an irreducible unit, decom-
poses the overall path-wise packet delay to link-wise com-
ponents like the processing delay, propagation delay and
even ICMP Echo Reply generation time. In this way we
are able to approximate the overall propagation delay
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along the measurement path. The knowledge of accurate
propagation delay values then leads to more precise geo-
graphic distance estimations between measurement nodes
(also called landmarks) and target nodes. By using the basic
multilateration technique the estimated distance values
can be applied to infer the geographic location of Internet
hosts.

It is possible to refine the path-latency model for a spe-
cific subset of IP addresses by using one-way delay values
as additional constraints for the sum of the link-wise prop-
agation delays. Taking one-way delays into account we can
significantly improve the localization accuracy of routers
in between the landmark nodes. Nowadays, just a few
infrastructures provide this service, but we believe that
in the future Internet the network nodes will be capable
of measuring such important network metrics as one-
way delay. Among the current infrastructural capabilities
one-way delays can only be measured between the land-
mark nodes. These values can be used to limit the physical
length of the overall network paths between any two land-
mark nodes.

Our study is purely based on active measurements and
does not aim to include all the existing methods and pos-
sibilities to improve the accuracy of the location estima-
tion. We do not rely on any passive methods like
geolinguistic or location aware databases (e.g. WhoIS,
DNS LOC records).

This paper aims to present the efficiency and usefulness
of applying a detailed path-latency model in geolocation
techniques. We also show how the extra information pro-
vided by precise one-way delay measurements can im-
prove the accuracy of location approximation. Finally, the
performance of the presented methods are investigated
in real world experiments performed in the ETOMIC mea-
surement infrastructure [1], and then the measurement re-
sults are validated in the GEANT2 research network [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
2 we briefly overview the prior geolocation methods
including constraint and topology based methods. Section
3 describes the detailed path-latency model which consti-
tutes the basis of our geolocation technique. The applica-
tion of this model for geographical distance
approximation is presented in Section 4. Based on this dis-
tance approximation method we introduce several geo-
graphic constraints including the novel one-way delay
based ‘‘path-constraint” in Section 5. The details of the data
collection process, including the description of the applied
tools and the performed experiments can be found in Sec-
tion 6. In Section 7 we briefly describe how the geolocation
problem can be solved by using global optimization tech-
niques. In Section 8 we present a complete performance
analysis focusing on the accuracy and consistency of the
location estimation. The final section summarizes our
results.
2. Related work

During the recent years several geolocation techniques
have emerged, all of them aim to give an accurate approx-
imation of the location of network hosts which are not
known a-priori. Many of these techniques use WHOIS dat-
abases [3] and DNS names [4] to determine the location
of a given router. From WHOIS databases one can retrieve
the name and street address of the organization which reg-
istered the address block, however for a large ISP or a geo-
graphically dispersed organization the registered street
address usually differs from the real location of its routers.
A similar problem arises in the use of router DNS names,
since the names can be both useful or misleading due to
the naming conventions of the ISP [5].

In general, we can say that sometimes these passive
methods are very accurate, but in some cases their errors
are very large. To illustrate this problem we have localized
some GEANT routers using MaxMind, which is one of the
leading passive IP-to-location database. MaxMind provided
‘‘fake” locations for them. For example, for the Budapest-
located GEANT router rt1.bud.hu.geant2.net MaxMind
provides a location in Cambridge, UK, where the GEANT

operator is registered. This mislocation is due to the fact
that passive IP-location systems use previously registered
DNS/WHOIS data, which leads to unreliable results in many
cases (like as it is with GEANT routers).

Some proposals try to overcome these limitations. IP2-
Geo [4] contains a measurement-based approach Geop-

ing, which tries to approximate the geographical
distance of network hosts on the basis of the packet delay
measurements. A more mature approach is the simulta-
neous application of several delay constraints to infer the
location of a network host. This is done by constraint-
based-geolocation (CBG) techniques [6]. CBG introduces a
triangulation-like method to combine the distance esti-
mates from all landmarks. To estimate delay-distance rela-
tion, each landmark measures the delay from itself to all
the others. From these inter-landmark measurements
CBG can determine the bestline by data fitting [6]. In gen-
eral, each delay measurement defines a circle around the
landmark from where the delay was measured. The possi-
ble locations of the target node are determined by inter-
secting all of these circles. Most of the time this
intersection produces a region in which the target node
must be located.

In Fig. 1 the basic principles of CBG can be seen. In the
ideal case the intersection is not empty and contains the
real location of the target node. The case of valid distance
estimation can be seen on Fig. 1a. If we underestimate
the distances then it is possible that there are no points
contained by all the circles. Therefore, the equation system
is inconsistent and has no solution. This situation is shown
by Fig. 1b. The effect of overestimation is not dangerous so
much, but it can decrease the accuracy of the location esti-
mates as it can be seen on Fig. 1c. In this case the region of
intersection is larger which leads to much more solutions.
On the other hand, this triangulation method might pro-
vide unreliable results for IP addresses that are located
outside the convex hull of the landmarks. In this case the
above intersection might be much larger then in the cases
illustrated by Fig. 1.

Another technique is where the topology information
and latency measurements are used in the location estima-
tion. This method type is called topology based geolocation
(TBG) [7]. TBG localizes all the intermediate routers be-
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Fig. 1. The constraint-based geolocation use a triangulation-like method to determine a region in which the target is assumed to lie (a) shows correct
distance estimates where the target node lies in a small intersection. The effect of and overestimation can be seen on (b) and (c).
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tween the landmarks and the target node. This approach is
based on link-latency estimations and on precise topology
discovery. The basic tools of this method are traceroute

and interface clustering applications.
In the following we introduce a method that combines

CBG and TBG techniques. Opposite to the prior works, we
use a detailed network model to determine geographical
distances from the landmarks and we introduce new types
of geographical constraints using one-way delay
measurements.
3. Path-latency model

The delay experienced by a packet as it passes through
the network is a sum of contributions from various phe-
nomena. Based on [8,9] and [10] these phenomena can
be divided into the following groups:

� Routing delay is the time that a packet spends inside a
router. The routing delay can be modeled by the sum
of the following three parts:
– Processing delay, denoted by Dpc , represents the time

that is needed for the router to determine where to
forward the packet and to move the packet to the
corresponding output port. Usually this delay can
be modeled by the sum of a few router dependent
constants and a time value that is proportional to
the packet size.

– Queuing delay, denoted by Dq, is a time that a packet
waits until the preceding packets are transmitted.

– Other delays which can appear in routers due to some
occasional events which are not due to queuing and
packet processing. This is usually neglected in
modeling.
� Transmission delay is a time needed to place a packet
onto a link. For a packet of size p and a link with capacity
C the transmission delay can be expressed by Dtr ¼ p=C.

� Propagation delay represents the time that is needed for
a packet to reach from one end of a link to the other end.
This is mostly related to the length of the link cable (e.g.
the geographical distance) between the source and des-
tination nodes. For a link with a physical length s in
which the signal propagate with speed v the propaga-
tion delay can be expressed by Dpg ¼ s=v .

The packet delay on hop i is a sum of the contributions
listed above:

di ¼ Di
pc þ Di

q þ Di
tr þ Dpgðni�1;niÞ: ð1Þ

Since the packet delay is an additive metric, the per-hop
delays can be summed up for each hop along the path.
By this, the overall packet delay of a given packet can be
written as:

dðs;dÞ ¼
XH

i¼1

di ¼
XH

i¼1

Di
pc þ Di

q þ Di
tr þ Dpgðni�1;niÞ

� �
; ð2Þ

where the number of hops is denoted by H, and the mea-
surement path is s ¼ n0;n1; . . . ;nH ¼ d. From the above
expression the only contribution that is related to the geo-
graphical distance is the propagation delay.

Usually the overall packet delay dðs;dÞ is used to esti-
mate the delay parameters, since in general it is not possi-
ble to directly measure the propagation delay. To
determine the value of Dpgðs;dÞ ¼

PH
i¼1Dpgðni�1;niÞ overall

propagation delay, we have to subtract the different kind
of delay quantities from the overall packet delay

Dpgðs;dÞ ¼ dðs;dÞ �
XH

i¼1

Di
pc þ Di

q þ Di
tr

� �
: ð3Þ

In case of no queuing the contribution of the queuing delay
is neglected Di

q ¼ 0, while for a given probe packet size the
contribution of the transmission delay is constant for all
the probe packets at a given hop. Since we have no detailed
information about the delay values at individual routers
we treat the processing and transmission delays with a
constant value Di

pc ¼ Dpc and Di
tr ¼ Dtr for each i ¼ 1; . . . ;H

hop. In this case the overall propagation delay between
source s and destination d can be written as

Dpgðs;dÞ ¼ dðs;dÞ �
XH

i¼1

Di
pc þ Di

tr

� �
¼ dðs;dÞ � H � ðDpc þ DtrÞ ¼ dðs;dÞ � H � dh; ð4Þ
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which shows that the propagation delay can be deter-
mined from the overall packet delay dðs;dÞ, the number
of hops along the measurement path H and the constant
per-hop delay value dh.

In the following subsections we show how the compo-
nents of the dh per-hop delay can be approximated.

3.1. Transmission delay of a hop

Usually the transmission delay can be neglected, since
its contribution to the total delay is very small. For exam-
ple, if we use small (p ¼ 56 bytes) IP packets over a
C = 1 Gbps capacity link the contribution of the transmis-
sion delay is only Dtr ¼ p=C ¼ 0:448 ls. Even the low
capacity edge links with 100 Mbps cause an error of
around 1 km. On the other hand, for routers with higher
physical capacities the transmission delay could be even
smaller. Hence we neglect the transmission delay:

Dtr � 0 ls: ð5Þ
Fig. 2. Schematic view of the experiments performed in GÉANT2 network
to determine the Dg ICMP Echo Reply packet generation time in case of a
symmetric network path (a) shows the measurement of the overall
round-trip delay of the path including the ICMP Echo Reply packet
generation, while (b), (c) and (d) represent the link-wise round-trip
measurements.
3.2. Processing delay of a hop

The processing delay represents the time needed to pro-
cess an incoming packet and the time needed to prepare
the packet for further transmission on the next link. This
delay depends on several software and hardware factors,
like the network protocol, the computational power of
the router and also the efficiency of the network interface
cards. Besides these variable factors we treat the process-
ing delay as a constant value for each router along the net-
work path: Di

pc ¼ Dpc for i ¼ 1; . . . ;H.
The specific value of the processing delay can be deter-

mined by measuring router transmission times at very low
traffic intensities. The authors of [9] performed thorough
investigation of the processing delay of UDP and ICMP
probes in different kind of Cisco routers. They found that
the processing delay is independent from the packet size,
and the delay values for UDP and ICMP packets are almost
the same: DUDP

pc � 97:9 ls and DICMP
pc � 101 ls. They also

found some outliers due to some busy periods of the rou-
ters, which we ignore. In correspondence with these and
other experimental results of [9,11] we use the

Dpc � 100 ls; ð6Þ

approximation for both UDP and ICMP packets. Based on
the observations (5) and (6) in this paper we use

dh ¼ Dpc þ Dtr ¼ 100 ls; ð7Þ

as a constant per-hop delay for all routers along the mea-
surement path. However, this per-hop value is treated as
a parameter of the model, and can be easily fine-tuned
based on newer results of router processing time
experiments.

3.3. ICMP echo reply generation time

The delay estimation of various other geolocation tech-
niques utilizes ICMP Echo (i.e. ping) measurements to
approximate the overall delay between the target and the
landmark nodes. To apply the previously described path-
latency model for a ping measurement, a minor but
important extension is necessary, which aims to include
the generation time of the Echo Reply packets as an extra
delay value. During a measurement the ICMP Echo Request
packet takes up the previously described delays at each
hop. After the probe packet reaches the destination node
it is terminated and a newly generated ICMP Echo Reply
packet is sent back. To model this process we need an addi-
tional term in the delay expression which describes the
generation time of the Echo Reply packet.

In general the round-trip delay is meant as the sum of
the delays collected on the forward and backward
directions:

drt ¼ dfw þ dbw: ð8Þ

Assuming that the very same probe packet is going around
from the source to the destination and then back to the
source node, the ICMP based round-trip delay should be
written as

dðs;d; sÞ ¼ dfw þ Dg þ dbw; ð9Þ

where Dg denotes the extra time elapsed due to generating
the ICMP Echo Reply packet, while dfw and dbw represent
the overall delay on the forward and backward directions,
respectively.

In the case of symmetric routing, the Dg packet genera-
tion time can be determined by subtracting the overall
round-trip time from the sum of the link-wise round-trip
times. This special experiment scenario could not be per-
formed in general, but the GEANT2 [2] research network
provides services via its public Looking Glass interface that
enabled us to collect the required path-and link-wise
round-trip delays between the core routers. In Fig. 2 the
schematic view of this measurement can be seen, where
(a), (b) and (c) represent the link-wise round-trip measure-
ments, while (d) represents the measurement of the over-
all round-trip delay of the path. The terms of (9) can be
identified with the forward and backward arrows, while
the Dg extra due to the Echo Reply packet generation is
symbolized by a small clock in each row. To estimate Dg ,
the overall round-trip delay has to be subtracted from
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the sum of the link-wise round-trip delays, and the result
should be divided by H � 1.

The packet generation times and the sum of propaga-
tion delays can be separated in the sum of link-wise
round-trip delays in the following way:XH

i¼1
d ni�1;ni;ni�1ð Þ

¼
XH

i¼1
dfwðni�1;niÞ þ Dg þ dbwðni�1;niÞ
� �

¼ H � Dg þ
XH

i¼1

dfwðni�1;niÞ þ dbwðni�1;niÞð Þ; ð10Þ

where n0 ¼ s and nH ¼ d denote the source and destina-
tion nodes. The overall round-trip delay can also be sepa-
rated to the sum of the per-link one-way delays and a
term describing the extra ICMP Echo Reply generation
time:

dðs;d; sÞ ¼ Dg þ
XH

i¼1

dfwðni�1;niÞ þ dbwðni�1;niÞð Þ: ð11Þ

From (10) and (11) the ICMP Echo Reply generation time is
determined as

Dg ¼
1

H � 1

XH

i¼1

d ni�1;ni;ni�1ð Þ � d s;d; sð Þ
 !

: ð12Þ

In these formulas we assume that the value of the Dg pack-
et generation time is the same for all the routers along the
path.

To determine the specific value of ICMP Echo Reply gen-
eration time we performed several experiments with the
GEANT2 Looking Glass service [2]. GEANT2 connects 34
countries through 30 national research and education net-
works and provides basic services at user level. The Look-
ing Glass service provides a ping and traceroute

interface, which makes it possible to run experiments from
all of their routers. Based on the GEANT2 topological infor-
mation we defined a large number of symmetric network
paths between the core routers, where all the routers
belonging to these paths are accessible via the Looking
Glass interface. By performing ping measurements along
these paths we were able to collect all the terms appearing
in (12) that are needed to estimate the Dg value for the
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Fig. 3. Histogram of ICMP Echo Reply generation times based on RTT
measurements. Each bin is 100 ls wide.
backbone routers. The data collection method is identical
to the previously described measurement scenario shown
in Fig. 2.

The histogram of the obtained empirical Dg packet gen-
eration times is shown in Fig. 3. The histogram has one
peak around 500 ls, and the vast majority of the measured
values are between 300 ls and 1000 ls. In the sense of our
optimization method described in Section 7, the consis-
tency of the estimation might be ensured by choosing
the minimal

Dg ¼ 300 ls ð13Þ

value in the path-latency model. These measurement re-
sults are in accordance with the literature [12,13].

4. Distance approximation

In this section we discuss the relation between the
overall propagation delay and the geographical distance.
The real geographical distance s between the a source node
s and a destination node d can be approximated by s�,
which can be written as

sðs;dÞ 6 s� ¼ c � dðs;dÞ
2

; ð14Þ

where c denotes the speed of light in vacuum and dðs;dÞ
represents the overall round-trip delay along the path. In
Section 3 we assumed a symmetric network path and di-
vided the overall round-trip delay into equal portions for
the forward and backward directions. Since this approxi-
mation is too permissive, we need to elaborate firm con-
straints for the dðs;dÞ delay value and for the c signal
propagation speed parameter used in the above
approximation.

Regarding the c signal propagation speed, we might use
an effective velocity considering the physical properties of
all the links along the path, since their material constants
are well known. Beyond these constants we must consider
some kind of effective link curvature as well, since the net-
work cables are not running straight from the source to
their destination, due to practical reasons. To take these
properties into account it is sufficient to introduce only
one new parameter, since we cannot distinguish the effects
of the varying signal propagation speeds and the varying
cable lengths. Both have the very same symptom: the in-
creased delay of probe packets. In this approach the s geo-
graphical distance can be written as

sðs;dÞ 6 s� ¼ c � r �
XH

i¼1

Dpg ni�1;nið Þ ¼ c � r � Dpgðs;dÞ; ð15Þ

where the one-way propagation delay is used instead of
the half of the overall round-trip delay, and a new param-
eter r, the geographic signal propagation rate is introduced
to describe the conversion rate between the real geograph-
ical distance and the measured signal propagation delay in
c units. This parameter describes curvatures in all of the 3
dimensions including level differences as well. For obvious
reasons this rate must be 0 < r < 1. While (15) provides
more precise approximation for the geographical distance
than (14) does, for numerical distance estimations we need
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to know the value of r. An approximation of r is presented
in the next subsection.
4.1. Velocity of signal propagation

The conversion between propagation delay and geo-
graphic distance is a key point in active geolocation tech-
niques. To determine the relation between them, we
need a conversion ratio to describe the velocity of signal
propagation in the network cable considering that the
cable is not running as the crow flies. This new parameter
r is the ratio of a signal’s transmission speed compared to
the speed of light in vacuum.

Henceforward we use c ¼ cvacuum, since the introduced r
parameter can both express the rate of signal propagation
in any transport medium and the link curvatures. To deter-
mine the numerical value of r, we have collected a wide
range of experimental results in the GEANT2 research net-
work, using its Looking Glass service. From the known rou-
ter positions we were able to determine their real
geographic distances, while the latency values were also
directly measured between them. Based on these data we
approximated the r conversion rate according to the
path-latency model. For neighboring nodes a and b the
conversion rate is estimated as
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r�ða;bÞ ¼ sða;bÞ
c � Dpg ða;bÞþDpg ðb;aÞ

2

; ð16Þ

where Dpgða;bÞ and Dpgðb; aÞ are the link propagation de-
lays from a to b and vice versa. The empirical minimum,
average and maximum r values are 0.08, 0.27 and 0.47
respectively, as can be seen on Fig. 4. These observations
are in accordance with the measurement results in [7].

Considering the evaluation method described in Sec-
tion 7, the distance s� in (15) should be an upper limit
for the real distance s, otherwise the evaluation might lead
to an inconsistent equation system in (28)–(31). Fig. 5
shows the estimated and the real geographical distances
between GEANT-neighbors. It can be seen that the usage
of the minimum and average ratios can lead to significant
distance underestimation. On the other hand, by using the
maximum velocity the probability of underestimation is
small enough to avoid inconsistency in the evaluation.
However, in this case the method usually overestimates
the geographical distance, which of course decreases the
accuracy of the geolocation estimation. As a conclusion of
the above reasoning, we use the

r ¼ 0:47; ð17Þ

value for the signal propagation in the network. We note
that this value was measured on wired network paths
since the connections between the GEANT core routers
are terrestrials. If we examine the effects of satellite con-
nections then it will be found that our model still remains
consistent. It is a well known fact, that satellite connec-
tions generate very large latencies since the signal travels
to the satellite and then back to the surface. Thus in this
case the effective signal propagation velocities are much
smaller, while the delay values are much larger than as it
is with terrestrial connections. Although this phenomena
might lead to distance over estimations, the consistency
of our approach is not worsened, since it never causes dis-
tance underestimation.
5. Geographic constraints

The main goal in geolocation is to determine the un-
known coordinates of network nodes. Geographic con-
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straints can mark out areas in the world map in which the
target nodes are located with high probability. These con-
straints are obtained via latency and topology measure-
ments from the landmarks. In this section we overview
the different type of measurements that can be used to de-
fine geographic constraints. First, we extend the well
known ping based round-trip time measurement with
the path-latency model to limit the distance between a
landmark and a target node. Next, we describe a technique
to estimate per-link latencies, and finally it is shown how
one-way delay measurements can be used to define geo-
graphic constraints. In this paper we limit ourselves to
using latency measurements in constraint definitions,
and do not apply any passive methods.

5.1. Round-trip time based method

The ping tool is widely used in network measurements
due to its simplicity and because it does not depend on
having control over the target node. Although its inaccu-
racy is well known, the measured round-trip delays can
give a constraint which defines an upper limit for the geo-
graphical distance between the landmark and the target
node.

As we mentioned before, the round-trip time contains
not only the delays on the forward, but also on the back-
ward direction along the measured network path. If we
generalize (9) then the following equation is obtained.

dðs;d; sÞ ¼
XHfw

i¼1

di þ Dg þ
XHfwþHbw

i¼Hfwþ1

di ¼ Dg

þ
XHfwþHbw

i¼1

Di
pc þ Di

q þ Di
tr þ Dpgðni�1;niÞ

� �
; ð18Þ

where Hfw and Hbw denotes the number of hops on the for-
ward and backward directions respectively. This delay for-
mula is built up by the very same link-wise delay terms as
(2), but for a longer network path including the possibly
asymmetric backward direction as well. Here the delay
terms belong to two different probe packets: the ICMP
Echo Request packet on the forward direction, and the
ICMP Echo Reply packet on the backward direction. We as-
sume that the size of these two ICMP packets are the same,
and thus their Dtr transmission and Dpg propagation delays
can be treated in the same way along both directions. At
the destination node an extra delay term appears due to
the termination of the ICMP Echo Request packet and the
generation of the ICMP Echo Reply packet. Taking this into
account, the Dpgðs;d; sÞ round-trip propagation delay is
written as

Dpgðs;d; sÞ ¼ dðs;d; sÞ �
XHfwþHbw

i¼1

Di
pc þ Di

tr

� �
� Dg

¼ dðs;d; sÞ � ðHfw þ HbwÞ � dh � Dg ; ð19Þ

where we assume equal processing and transmission de-
lays, and negligible queuing delays at each hop. Based
on (15) and the above expression we can limit the geo-
graphical distance between the source and destination
nodes:
sðs;dÞ 6 s� ¼ c � r �minfDpgðs;dÞ;Dpgðd; sÞg

6
1
2
� c � r � Dpgðs;d; sÞ

¼ 1
2
� c � r � ðdðs;d; sÞ � ðHfw þ HbwÞ � dh � DgÞ; ð20Þ

when the path is symmetric, its propagation delay is the
same for both directions. In this case we can take the half
of the round-trip time to approximate the one-way delay.
It can be easily seen that in case of asymmetric paths, this
approximation provides an upper bound for the minimal
latency between the two endpoints. This is because either
the uplink or the downlink delay is overestimated by this
value. In this case, the real geographical distance could
be even less than the above s� limit.

5.2. Per-link delay estimation

Assuming that the network topology is known, we
introduce a method to estimate per-link latencies, which
then lead to the approximation of per-link distances. These
information can improve the accuracy of the location esti-
mation, since they give additional constraints to the geolo-
cation. For all ni and nj nodes on the network path
between the s source and d destination, the distance can
be written as the difference of their distance from the com-
mon source node:

sðni;njÞ ¼ jsðs;niÞ � sðs;njÞj: ð21Þ

With the use of (20) this distance can be written as

sðni;njÞ ¼
1
2
� c � r � ðdðs;nj; sÞ � dðs;ni; sÞ

� ðHðs;nj; sÞ � Hðs;ni; sÞÞ � dhÞ; ð22Þ

where Hðs;ni; sÞ is the sum of the number of hops on the
forward (Hfw) and backward (Hbw) directions. For consecu-
tive ni�1;ni nodes the distance only depends on the differ-
ence of their overall delay. Assuming that the round-trip
delay to ni is the greater than it is to ni�1, the absolute va-
lue can be dropped:

sðni�1;niÞ ¼ sðs;niÞ � sðs;ni�1Þ

¼ 1
2
� c � r � ðdðs;ni; sÞ � dðs;ni�1; sÞ � 2 � dh: ð23Þ
5.3. One-way delay as geographic constraint

If we can measure precise one-way delays between all
the landmark nodes and the paths between them are also
available, then the one-way delays provide the value of
dðs;dÞ in (2). Using (4) and (15) we can approximate the
geographical distance along the full path as

XH�1

i¼1

s ni;niþ1ð Þ 6 s� ¼ �ðdðs;dÞ � H � dhÞ: ð24Þ

This equation gives constraints for the coordinate variables
of the niði ¼ 1; . . . ;H � 1Þ nodes. In practice, these ni nodes
correspond with the hops along the measurement path be-
tween s and d. Since precise one-way delays can be mea-
sured only between landmarks, the constraint provided
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by the above equation can be applied to localize inter-
landmark routers, while cannot be used for end-host tar-
gets. In Section 8 we show that using the one-way delay
constraints we can improve the localization accuracy of
network routers.

6. Data collection

In our geolocation system the data collection and the
evaluation are separated into two independent phases. As
a first step in determining the location of network nodes
we collect delay data from round-trip and one-way delay
experiments, while topological information are gathered
by means of traceroute measurements. When all the
data are available, we build up constraints and solve the gi-
ven equation system as a global optimization problem.

Both the delay and topology data were collected in the
ETOMIC system(European Traffic Observatory Measure-
ment InfrastruCture) using its nodes as landmarks [1].
ETOMIC contains 18 PC based high-precision, GPS synchro-
nized active probing nodes which are deployed at selected
European locations. Every node is equipped with an Endace
DAG card which open the door to high-precision end-to-
end measurements between ETOMIC nodes (e.g. one-way
delay measurements). These cards provide a way to time-
stamp in-coming and out-going packages with 10 ls preci-
sion. All the collected measurement data are stored in the
ETOMIC’s Network Measurement Virtual Observatory [14].

We measured both round-trip delays to every target
node and one-way delays between landmark pairs. In our
data collection a single round-trip delay measurement ses-
sion contained 25 ICMP probes with 56 bytes packet size
and the sessions were repeated 5 times in time-dispersed
way. To measure one-way delay between ETOMIC nodes
we used UDP packets with the same, 56 bytes packet size.
To decrease the effect of the Dq queuing components in
(4), every one-way delay measurement session contained
more than 100 time-dispersed UDP probes. The UDP probes
were sent and received by high-precision DAG cards to ob-
tain accurate one-way delay values. For both type of delay
values we determine the base values, i.e. the minimal
round-trip and minimal one-way delay values. We assume
that the effect of queuing delays are neglected in this way.

Besides collecting the delay values we also discover the
topology among the measurement nodes. Therefore, a
Fig. 6. Clustering interfaces (a) shows the original topology graph where the bla
found two nontrivial clusters which contain interfaces belonging to the same rou
single entity (e.g. a router).
large number of traceroute experiments were collected
between each ETOMIC node pairs. For the UDP probe pack-
ets of the traceroute experiments we used fixed sender
and receiver ports to avoid multipath routing effects of
load-balance routers [15]. The discovered inter-ETOMIC
paths define a directed graph which contains network
interfaces and connections between them according to
the traceroute paths. However, several traceroute experi-
ments can discover the same router, the assigned topolog-
ical entities will be different, since the traceroute
experiments arriving from different directions discover dif-
ferent interfaces of the same router. If the interfaces belong
to the same router, we can cluster them into a single entity,
since their geographical position is the same. By doing so
we decrease the number of unknowns in the equation ar-
ray to be optimized and we increase the precision and
the stability of the geolocation optimization.

A recent, reliable technique the Mercator tool [16] was
used to cluster the router interfaces and to reduce the
number of nodes in the network graph. Mercator sends
UDP probes to different ports of network interfaces to force
the target router to reply with an ICMP Port-unreachable
message. The source IP address of the error message is
compared to the original destination address of the sent
UDP probe. If they differ, then we found two interfaces that
belong to the very same router, since they are aliases of
each other. Fig. 6 represents how Mercator resolves aliases.
We applied Mercator on a large interface-set which was
collected by traceroute discovery between all the ETOM-
IC measurement node pairs. The original interface-set con-
tained 1192 IP addresses, from which Mercator created
160 different clusters containing 584 interfaces. The
remaining interfaces are also handled as clusters with a
single interface. In this way we were able to identify 768
clustered nodes.

The applied clustering method significantly reduces the
number of nodes in the topology and hence the number of
unknowns in the evaluation method.
7. Solving geolocation as global optimization

We can handle the geolocation problem as a graph opti-
mization task. The coordinates of the unknown routers
represent the variables in the optimization problem. The
ck nodes represent network interfaces. It can be seen in (b) that Mercator
ter (c) contains the reduced topology graph where every node represents a



Table 1
Short explanation of notations used in the paper.

Notation Short explanation

d Overall delay along the network path
dfw;dbw Delay suffered on forward

And backward directions
dh Overall delay suffered at router h
dða;bÞ Overall delay from node a to node b
dða;b; aÞ Overall round-trip delay,

Measured by ICMP packets

Dpc Processing delay
Dq Queuing delay
Dtr Transmission delay
Dpg Propagation delay
Dpgða;bÞ Propagation delay

From node a to node b

Dpgða;b;aÞ Round-trip propagation delay
From node a to node b and back to node a

Dg Extra delay appearing due
To packet generation
At the destination node

sða;bÞ Geographical (great-circle) distance
Between node a and node b

rða;bÞ Velocity of signal propagation(in c units)
Between node a and node b
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goal is to determine the values of these variables according
to the applied delay constraints.

Let us introduce the following notations: L is the set of
landmarks, LAT and LON are the sets of possible latitude
and longitude coordinates, respectively. Let X be a set of
unknown router positions. In case we have m constraints
related to one-way delay and round-trip time measure-
ments, they can be written in a general form as:

fiðL;XÞ 6 Cf
i ði ¼ 1; . . . ;mÞ: ð25Þ

Let’s suppose, we have additional n constraints related to
per-link delay experiments. These constraints can be writ-
ten in a similar form:

gjðL;XÞ ¼ Cg
j ðj ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ: ð26Þ

In these formulas the Cf
i and Cg

j components are non-neg-
ative constants coming from the delay measurements di-
rectly. The left sides of these equations are non-linear
functions of the coordinates to be localized. They contain
the following great-circle distance in the constraint
definitions:

sða;bÞ ¼ q � arccosðsinðalatÞ � sinðblatÞ
þ cosðalatÞ � cosðblatÞ � cosðblon � alonÞÞ;

where q � 6371 km is the Earth’s radius.
As we mentioned before, the per-link delay estimations

can be unreliable due to the inaccuracy of round-trip time
measurements. To describe these estimation errors we
introduce new 0 6 Ej 2 E variables, where E is the set of er-
ror variables. By this, (26) can be reformulated as follows:

gjðL;XÞ ¼ Cg
j þ Ejðj ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ: ð27Þ

We use these Ej variables to define the cost function of our
optimization problem. The equation system can be solved
by minimizing the overall tension in the network graph,
i.e. minimizing the sum of the E2

i values. Hence, our geolo-
cation problem can be formulated as the following global
optimization task:

min
X
Ej2E

E2
j ; ð28Þ

fiðL;XÞ 6 Cf
i ði ¼ 1; . . . ;mÞ; ð29Þ

gjðL;XÞ ¼ Cg
j þ Ejðj ¼ 1; . . . ;nÞ; ð30Þ

x 2 X : xlon 2 LON; xlat 2 LAT: ð31Þ

There are well documented techniques [17] that can be ap-
plied to solve the above non-convex optimization problem.
In this study we used a modified gradient method with
adaptive step size to determine router locations by mini-
mizing the objective function within the parameter space.

8. Performance analysis

Next we present the performance analysis of the evalu-
ation, focusing on the role that different constraints played
in the geolocation process. In our study, five different sce-
narios are investigated. The first three can be applied to
localize not only routers but also end-hosts. These scenar-
ios are the following. First, we analyze a simple case, called
Geo-R, where only round-trip time constrains are consid-
ered. Next, we also take into account the hop-counts of
the measurement paths (Geo-Rh). Next, also the link-la-
tency constraints are used (Geo-RhL).

Besides the above constraints we introduce two more
settings that use one-way delay constraints as well. As
we mentioned in Section 5.3 this special constraint pro-
vides higher accuracy for the geolocalization of inter-land-
mark routers. However, this refinement cannot be
generally applied for end-host localization. In the fourth
scenario we use both round-trip and one-way delay con-
straints (Geo-RhO), and in the last setting all the intro-
duced constraints are applied (Geo-RhOL). A short
explanation of these notations can be seen in Tables 1
and 2.

By means of ETOMIC experiments we collected two ref-
erence node sets that contain backbone routers with
known geographic positions (Ref-1 and Ref-2). Locating
a target node that is nearby a landmark, for example when
they are in the same city, yields small estimation errors
due to small measured delay values. To avoid misleading
conclusions we selected nodes that are far from the land-
marks. We performed several experiments to investigate
the accuracy provided by our geolocation scenarios.
Although the evaluation technique gives location estimates
for all the nodes in the paths between the landmarks, the
estimation errors are calculated only for the reference sets.

The Ref-1 dataset contains 41 different interfaces,
including GEANT2 routers and several other ones. We de-
fine Ref-2 to increase the reliability of the applied meth-
ods. This is a subset of Ref-1 with 20 elements, where
all the nodes are in the convex hull spanned by the ETOMIC
landmarks. The presented approach is slightly different
from the usual geolocation techniques, where any IP ad-
dresses can be localized. Although our methods can pro-
vide more accurate location estimation for nodes that



Table 2
Analyzed case studies.

Settings Applied constraints

Geo-R Special round-trip time constraints (the Dg ICMP Echo
Reply generation time and the dh processing and
transmission delay components are eliminated from
Eq. (20))

Geo-Rh Round-trip time
Geo-RhL Round-trip time and link-latency
Geo-RhO Both round-trip time and one-way delay
Geo-RhOL All type of introduced constraints
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Fig. 8. Estimation errors of different scenarios for Ref-2 reference data.

Table 3
Accuracy with different constraints on Ref-1 dataset (km).

Settings Mean error Maximum error Standard deviation

Geo-R 304 1708 308
Geo-Rh 246 1602 288
Geo-RhL 213 1554 249
Geo-RhO 177 645 157
Geo-RhOL 169 609 149

Table 4
Accuracy with different constraints on Ref-2 dataset (km).

Settings Mean error Maximum error Standard deviation

Geo-R 305 878 236
Geo-Rh 251 699 205
Geo-RhL 281 751 241
Geo-RhO 156 313 104
Geo-RhOL 149 312 104
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belong to the topology spanned by the landmarks. Hence,
the direct comparison of our results to the prior works is
not feasible.

In Fig. 7 and 8 we plotted the CDF curves of the location
estimation errors for the two reference datasets. Both fig-
ures present all the five measurement scenarios. The main
parameters of the observed error distributions can be seen
in Table 3 and Table 4 for the reference sets.

By comparing Geo-R and Geo-Rh scenarios, one can ob-
serve that the median and mean errors are decreased by
using the path-latency model, while on the maximum er-
ror the model has only a slight influence. In case of taking
into account one-way delay constraints also the maximum
error can be reduced, as it is shown in the table for Geo-
RhO and Geo-RhOL scenarios. It is evident that the
round-trip time based geolocation is inaccurate, since the
area of possible locations could be wide due to the distance
overestimation effect of inaccurate delay measurements.
Using one-way delay constraints the range of possible
locations of target nodes can be reduced significantly. In
case of both reference datasets the observed estimation er-
rors were much smaller than in the previous scenarios.

However, in case of both reference set high mean and
standard deviation in the errors can be noticed. The main
reason of this high values is the limited number of land-
marks that were involved in the measurement: during
the experimentation only 11–12 ETOMIC nodes were on-
line. To give a more accurate reasoning for the higher error
values we have investigated the worst localized reference
nodes and found that the routes from the landmarks to
these targets were very similar. We feel that for these
 0
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Fig. 7. Estimation errors of different scenarios for Ref-1 reference data.
nodes the measurement paths and the measurements
themselves were not independent enough to provide more
accurate geolocalization. We plan to deploy more ETOMIC

nodes in the near future which will solve this problem
and will improve the accuracy as well.

In Fig. 9 we illustrate how the real and the estimated
locations for some selected routers are related to each
other in the worst (Geo-R) and the best (Geo-RhOL) cases.
8.1. End-host localization using PlanetLab

As we previously mentioned, the path-latency model
and the round-trip time constraint (Geo-Rh) can be used
to localize not only network routers but also end-hosts
with public IP address. To localize end-hosts there are
many existing methods like GeoPing, CBG, TBG or passive
IP-to-location databases which were discussed in Section
2. Since Geo-Rh is an active measurement-based tech-
nique we choose GeoPing as a reference end-host geoloca-
tor to introduce the capabilities of our model based
approach.

Next we present a world wide experiment which in-
volves 151 different PlanetLab nodes. During the experi-
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Fig. 9. Deviations between the estimated coordinates and the real
locations for selected routers of REF-2 for two scenarios. One can see
that the symbols representing the locations estimated based on the
detailed path-latency model(Geo-RhOL) are much closer to the real
locations than the symbols representing the estimations based on only
the round-trip delay measurements (Geo-R).
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mentation these nodes were used both as targets and land-
marks. We localized each host using Geo-Rh and GeoPing

methods to compare their accuracy. We selected a target
node from the PlanetLab nodeset and considered the
remaining hosts as landmarks to perform the location esti-
mation. This procedure was repeated to evaluate the
resulting location estimation for each host in the Planet-
Lab dataset.

Fig. 10 shows the CDF curves of location estimation er-
rors for the PlanetLab nodes performing the above two
methods. The mean error distances of Geo-Rh and GeoP-

ing evaluations were 437 km and 713 km, respectively.
However, in case of Geo-Rh 66% of the target nodes were
localized with less than 280 km error, while in case of
GeoPing this error was 460 km.

It can be seen that our basic method provides appar-
ently better accuracy than GeoPing, while we can assume
that the Geo-RhO and Geo-RhOL methods would perform
even better. Unfortunately these improved methods could
not be tested in this wider verification area, since Planet-
Lab today does not provide high-precision one-way delay
measurements between its node pairs.
9. Conclusion

In this paper we investigated a model based approach of
geolocation to demonstrate how an accurate approxima-
tion of the propagation delay can improve the accuracy
of distance estimation. In contrast to the prior works, our
path-latency model enables the separation of the propaga-
tion and per-hop delays in the overall packet latency. Be-
sides the model based approximation of propagation
delays, high-precision one-way delay measurements are
used to define novel geographic constraints. This type of
constraint yields additional information into the geoloca-
tion process by limiting the overall physical length of a gi-
ven measurement path. This paper demonstrate that both
the detailed path-latency model and the novel one-way
delay constraints can significantly increase the accuracy
of location estimates. The investigated techniques are
tested and validated in a wide range of experiments per-
formed in the ETOMIC and PlanetLab measurement infra-
structures and in the GEANT2 research network. In the
future we will able to extend the number of landmark
nodes and routers used for reference node set with the pre-
cise active measurement infrastructure of the OneLab2
project [18]. The introduced method can be included in
existing geolocation frameworks to improve their
accuracy.
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